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Abstract
Background
The majority of global cardiovascular disease (CVD) burden falls on people living in lowand middle-income countries (LMICs). In order to reduce preventable CVD mortality and
morbidity, LMIC health systems and health care providers need to improve the delivery and
quality of CVD care.

Objectives
As part of the Disease Control Priorities Three (DCP3) Study efforts addressing quality
improvement, we reviewed and summarized currently available evidence on interventions
to improve quality of clinic-based CVD prevention and management in LMICs.
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Methods
We conducted a narrative review of published comparative clinical trials that evaluated efficacy or effectiveness of clinic-based CVD prevention and management quality improvement interventions in LMICs. Conditions selected a priori included hypertension, diabetes,
hyperlipidemia, coronary artery disease, stroke, rheumatic heart disease, and congestive
heart failure. MEDLINE and EMBASE electronic databases were systematically searched.
Studies were categorized as occurring at the system or patient/provider level and as treating
the acute or chronic phase of CVD.
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Results
From 847 articles identified in the electronic search, 49 met full inclusion criteria and were
selected for review. Selected studies were performed in 19 different LMICs. There were 10
studies of system level quality improvement interventions, 38 studies of patient/provider
interventions, and one study that fit both criteria. At the patient/provider level, regardless of
the specific intervention, intensified, team-based care generally led to improved medication
adherence and hypertension control. At the system level, studies provided evidence that
introduction of universal health insurance coverage improved hypertension and diabetes
control. Studies of system and patient/provider level acute coronary syndrome quality
improvement interventions yielded inconclusive results. The duration of most studies was
less than 12 months.

Conclusions
The results of this review suggest that CVD care quality improvement can be successfully
implemented in LMICs. Most studies focused on chronic CVD conditions; more acute CVD
care quality improvement studies are needed. Longer term interventions and follow-up will
be needed in order to assess the sustainability of quality improvement efforts in LMICs.

Introduction
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of death globally. While the number of
CVD deaths has not changed significantly in high-income countries since 1990, the number of
deaths has increased by about 66% in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) over the
same interval[1]. While attempting to address the burden of CVD, LMICs face the challenges
of limited health care budgets and infrastructure as well as constrained professional health
workforce capacity.
In the context of scarce resources available to support health care in LMICs, the imperative
of clinical quality improvement is to get the most out of known effective interventions within the
limitations of available resources rather than recommending unproven interventions that
would require early phase studies or those that would require substantial financial and human
resource investment for implementation. Clinical quality improvement can be implemented
within any setting immediately, and need not be expensive.
Quality care delivery in lower resource settings does not necessarily mean dissemination
and implementation of a universal set of standards formulated in high-income countries. Standards and interventions should be dictated by context and community capacity. Adaptation to
local settings is necessary to achieve optimal clinical outcomes and patient satisfaction.
As part of the Disease Control Priorities Three (DCP3) Study efforts addressing quality
improvement, we reviewed and narratively summarized currently available evidence on quality
improvement for CVD prevention and management in LMICs. In keeping with the Institute of
Medicine definition of clinical care quality, we focused on studies that compared specific clinical care quality improvement interventions with usual care and specified measurable health
outcomes[2].

Materials and Methods
A conceptual framework guided the systematic review. We specified four domains, cross-cutting between two distinct phases of CVD (acute versus chronic) and two levels of intervention
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Fig 1. Quality conceptual framework for cardiovascular diseases, the DCP3.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157036.g001

(health system versus patient/provider) (Fig 1). Acute phases of CVD, such as acute myocardial
infarction, stroke, and limb ischemia, occur unpredictably. Good outcomes demand timely
clinical responses, which require adequate and accessible facilities, functional transportation
networks, providers prepared to treat cases that present at all hours, and patient awareness of
when and how to seek medical attention. In contrast, chronic phases of CVD, such as diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, and congestive heart failure (CHF), require screening for pre-clinical
risk factors, systematic monitoring for complications, and substantial patient self-care and
engagement in order to initiate and maintain treatment adherence. Good quality chronic phase
care may prevent or delay onset of acute phase manifestations, thereby preventing or delaying
disability or death. We also examined interventions at the health care system and patient/provider levels. Our team populated the four domains of this two-by-two framework a priori with
potential quality improvement levers, based on our prior knowledge of the field and examples
gleaned from other studies, including other DCP3 reviews.
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Information Sources and Search Strategy
Two authors (EL and AEM) designed an electronic search of MEDLINE and EMBASE electronic databases for the purpose of capturing published reports of CVD care quality improvement studies carried out in LMICs and published in English between January 2000 and June
2014. Pertinent conditions selected for the search were myocardial infarction, acute coronary
syndrome (ACS), hypertension, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, stroke, cerebrovascular disease, obesity, CHF, and rheumatic heart disease (RHD). Based on key words identified in an
informal review of publications already known to the authors and a survey of the other DCP3
chapter authors, a second set of search terms related to quality improvement was identified (S1
and S2 Tables). Study designs were limited to controlled clinical trials, comparison studies, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses. Studies were limited to those published in peer-reviewed
journals or in reports from institutes with rigorous internal reviews. The electronic search was
refined and structured by a research librarian. Search results were considered valid if all of five
key papers identified a priori by coauthors’ review were retrieved by the electronic search[3–7].
The review adhered to PRISMA recommendations for the conduct and reporting of systematic
reviews (S1 Fig).

Eligibility Criteria and Study Selection
Two authors (EL and AEM) independently assessed identified studies for eligibility based on
the title and abstract. Selected full text papers were then independently reviewed by both
authors. Eligibility criteria included: 1) LMIC setting; 2) patient/provider or system level intervention aimed at improving CVD quality of care; 3) outcome included risk factor or disease
screening, case-finding, clinic-based CVD prevention (medication adherence, clinic visits, vital
signs, laboratory results, mortality), behavioral changes (diet or exercise), improved access to
medical care, or clinical guideline implementation; and 4) study design involved a comparison
between a clinical quality improvement intervention and usual care, regardless of whether the
intervention group served as its own control (“before and after” study) or a separate control
group was used.

Data Collection/Data Items/Summary Measures
Data were abstracted and each study was categorized into one or more quadrants of the chapter
rubric (Fig 1). The following information was extracted from each study: study characteristics
(setting, targeted disease, study design, participant number and baseline characteristics), type
of intervention, observation interval, and outcome measures. The main summary measures
were differences in means, proportions of the outcome, and outcome risk reduction. Three
study types were observed most frequently and were therefore identified for potential pooling
in a quantitative analysis: task-shifting in hypertension control, mobile health in diabetes management, and ACS clinical pathway interventions. Four out of eight task-shifting hypertension
control studies did not report variance around the most common main effect estimate—systolic blood pressure (SBP) change [8–15]. Only three out of six studies analyzing mobile health
in diabetes management reported variance around mean hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) change
[16–21]. Too few studies reported on changes in fasting plasma glucose or percent adherence
to medications. ACS clinical pathways studies did not consistently report on the same quality
improvement metrics [3, 5, 22]. Because of heterogeneity of outcomes and lack of reporting on
measures of dispersion about main effect estimates (variance), the authors were unable to perform a quantitative analysis.
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Fig 2. Flow diagram describing the systematic literature review process.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157036.g002

Results
Study Selection and Characteristics
The search yielded 847 unique references and all five key papers identified a priori were captured.
Based on a review of titles and abstracts, 273 potentially eligible papers were identified. Of these,
two authors (EL and AEM) concurred that 49 papers reported population-based studies with
clinically meaningful outcomes. The papers were selected for the detailed review (Fig 2). Table 1
presents a summary of study characteristics. All 49 studies are reported in Tables 2–5.

System level-acute phase CVD
Three studies examined interventions in the system level-acute phase category[22–24]
(Table 2). Alexander et al. reported on a project being launched in a rural region within Tamil
Nadu state, India that plans to implement a “hub-and-spoke” model using existing health care
facility and ambulance transportation resources to improve the acute ST-elevation myocardial
infarction care delivery system. Another multi-component intervention study, the Kerala ACS
program included community-based health education programs that promoted self-detection
of acute coronary disease symptoms, rapid self-referral for treatment, and timely self-administration of aspirin [22]. The investigators concluded that improved patient awareness of ACS
symptoms and treatments contributed to reduced time-to-thrombolysis achieved by the multicomponent intervention. We found no studies assessing the impact of improved geographical
and temporal coverage of acute care services, including the impact of building more hospitals
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Table 1. Study Characteristics (n = 49).
System level-acute
phase

System level-chronic
phase

Patient/provider level-acute
phase

Patient/provider level-chronic
phase

Total

LMIC Region
Africa

0

4

0

7*

11*

Asia

2**

1

3**

13*

18*

Eastern Europe

0

0

1

1

2

Latin America

1

3

1

6

11

Middle East

0

0

0

8

8

Acute coronary
syndrome

3**

0

4**

1

7a

Congestive heart
failure

0

0

0

4

4b

Diabetes

0

2

0

12

14c

Hypertension

0

3

0

17

20d

Rheumatic heart
disease

0

2

0

0

2e

General CVD

0

1

0

0

1f

Stroke

0

0

1

0

1g

TOTAL

3

8

5

34

49

Disease Type

*Mendis et al. counted twice since study conducted in Africa (Nigeria) and Asia (China)
**Prabhakaran et al. counted for both system level and patient/provider level interventions
a-Asia (4), Latin America (2), Europe (1)
b-Latin America (3), Europe (1)
c-Asia (5), Middle East (4), Latin America (3), Asia (2)
d-Asia (7), Africa (5), Middle East (4), Latin America (3), and Africa/Asia (1)
e-Africa (2)
f-Africa (1)
g-Asia (1)
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157036.t001

within under-served areas, expanding service hours to include more overnight capacity, or
making revascularization more widely available within the health system.

System level-chronic phase CVD
Most studies in the system level-chronic phase category studied expansion of health insurance coverage [25–32] (Table 3). Two studies evaluated the health impact of Seguro Popular
insurance rolled out in 2002 as part of Mexico’s national universal health insurance plan.
Seguro Popular covered approximately 50 million low-income people who previously had no
formal health insurance–often because working family members participated in the informal
economy [25]. Based on data gathered in Mexican national health and nutrition surveys during step-wise introduction of insurance, Bleich et al. found that compared with matched
hypertensive adults without insurance, hypertensive Seguro Popular enrollees had 1.5-fold
higher odds of receiving hypertension treatment and 1.4-fold higher odds of having controlled blood pressure (BP) [25]. A similar study of low-income diabetic patients found those
with Seguro Popular insurance were more likely to receive regular blood glucose control
monitoring and maintain adequate glucose control compared to their matched, uninsured
counterparts [26].
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Table 2. System level-acute phase CVD quality improvement studies identified during review.
Quality
Improvement
Intervention

Study
Authors

Country

Study Design

Sample

Observation
Interval

Quality Measures

Results

Education
program for
physicians and
community
members on
detection and
optimal
management of
ACS

Prabhakaran
et al.[22]

India

Prospective, nonrandomized study;
34 hospitals treating
ACS patients in
Kerala region; 629
ACS patients preintervention and
403 postintervention

1033 ACS
patients; mean
age 58; male 71–
78%;

Follow-up:
inpatient
hospitalization

Use of aspirin,
heparin, beta
blockers, lipid lower
agents, calcium
channel blockers
(CCB), time-tothrombolysis

Absolute
decreases of 43
minutes in
symptom-to-door
time (p<0.05) and
11 minutes in doorto-thrombolysis
time (p<0.05).
Total decrease in
time-tothrombolysis of 55
minutes.
Signiﬁcant
increase in use of
aspirin, heparin,
beta blockers, lipidlowering agents.
Reduction in CCB
use

Organize
hospitals in “huband-spoke” model

Alexander
et al.[23]

India

Prospective,
multicenter,
community based
study

Plan to enroll
1,500 consecutive
ST-elevation
myocardial
infarction patients
at participating
institutions

Patients will be
enrolled over 9
months and
each followed
for one year

“Before and after”
study of the use of
reperfusion
therapy, time-toreperfusion, rates
of coronary
angiography within
3 to 24 hours of
ﬁbrinolytic therapy

Not yet available

National health
care reform
(AUGE)

Nazzal et al.
[24]

Chile

Retrospective,
multicenter

ST-elevation
myocardial
infarction patients
from ten hospitals
that perform
thrombolysis as
main perfusion
therapy; 2623 preintervention and
906 postintervention

N/A

Global in-hospital
mortality and in
patients treated
with thrombolytics,
evidence-based
prescribing

10% absolute
increase in use of
thrombolysis (50%
vs 60.5%). 3.4%
absolute reduction
in global in-hospital
mortality (8.6% vs
12.0%, p<0.003)
and 3.8% in
patients treated
with thrombolytics
(6.8% vs 10.6%,
p<0.005). Adjusted
odds ratio (OR) for
in-hospital mortality
was 0.64 [95% CI
0.47,0.86]

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157036.t002

In rural Nigeria, hypertensive patients living in a district where community-based health
insurance was available had significantly lower SBP and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) not
observed in the control group without insurance [27]. In rural China, hypertensive patients
receiving subsidies to defer medication costs had a 9% absolute increase in medication adherence and significantly lower annual out-of-pocket medical costs [28].

Patient/provider level-acute phase CVD
Most studies in the patient/provider level–acute phase category studied ACS clinical pathways
[3, 5, 22, 33] (Table 4). Berwanger et al. randomized large urban hospitals in Brazil to either a
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Table 3. System level-chronic phase CVD quality improvement studies identified during review.
Quality
Improvement
Intervention

Study
Authors

Country

Study Design

Sample

Observation
interval

Quality Measures

Results

Enrollment in
health insurance,
“Seguro Popular”

Bleich
et al.[25]

Mexico

Cross-sectional,
2005 Mexican
national health
and nutritional
surveys

Participants with
hypertension; 1065
insured matched with
1065 uninsured
patients; 37% males

Survey
conducted
three years
after start of
“Seguro
Popular”

Self-reported
hypertension
treatment and
control

Higher probability of
receiving hypertensive
treatment (OR 1.5
[1.27,1.78]) and
control of BP (OR 1.49
[1.00,2.20])

Enrollment in
health insurance,
“Seguro Popular”

Sosa-Rubi
et al.[26]

Mexico

Cross-sectional,
ENSANUT
national survey
in 2005–2006

Adults with diabetes;
425 insured matched
with 1029 uninsured
patients

N/A

Access outcomes
(physician visits,
treatment, weekly
insulin injections,
blood glucose
tests) and
biological outcomes
(HbA1c)

Adults enrolled in
Seguro Popular were
more likely to have
some type of blood
glucose control test
(average treatment
effect on the treated
(ATT) 0.095
[0.02,0.16]) and also
to have appropriate
glucose control (ATT
0.056 [0.009,0.103])

Community based
health insurance

Hendriks
et al.[27]

Nigeria

Prospective,
nonrandomized,
non-blinded. 1
geographic area
with
intervention, 1
control area

Adults with
hypertension; 313 in
intervention area and
251 in control area;
median age 55
(control) and 60
(intervention); 29%
males in intervention

Intervention
and follow-up:
1 year

BP measured by
trained interviewers

SBP decreased by
10.4 vs 5.24mm Hg in
intervention arm
(p = 0.02). DBP
decreased by 4.3 vs
2.2mm Hg in in
intervention arm
(p = 0.04)

Medication
subsidy program
providing full
coverage of antihypertension
medications

Yu et al.
[28]

Rural
China

Prospective
cohort study
with propensityscore matched
controls

Low-income,
hypertensive adults
taking >1 antihypertensive
medication (93%
taking >3 meds); 102
in intervention
matched with 102
controls;

Intervention
and follow-up:
18 months

BP, medication
adherence, and
health care costs

Intervention arm had a
9% absolute increase
in medication
adherence (75% vs
66%, p = 0.034) and
lower annual out-ofpocket medical costs
both overall (combined
inpatient and
outpatient services,
and medications) and
outpatient services
(p<0.001 for both)

Non-lab-based
CVD score

Gaziano
et al.[29]

South
Africa

Cross sectional,
13 data sets
(i.e. PURE,
CRIBSA, etc.)
from 1987–2009

14772 surveyed
adults; 25–74 years
old

N/A

Spearman
correlation
coefﬁcient when
compared to 6 labbased scores (3
versions of
Framingham,
SCORE for highand low-risk
countries, and
CUORE)

Non-lab-based score
was closely correlated
with lab-based score
(Spearman 0.88–
0.986); 18% of South
African adults found to
have high CVD risk
(10-year CVD death
risk >20%)

Screening
echocardiogram

Beaton
et al.[30]

Uganda

Prospective,
nonrandomized,
school-based

69 healthy
schoolchildren,
served as own
controls, mean age
5–16

Intervention:
immediate.
Follow-up:
none

Detection of RHD

Echocardiogram
detected 3 times more
than auscultation
(1.5% vs 0.5%,
p<0.001)
(Continued)
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Table 3. (Continued)
Quality
Improvement
Intervention

Study
Authors

Country

Study Design

Sample

Observation
interval

Quality Measures

Results

Screening
echocardiogram

Carapetis
et al.[31]

Tonga

Prospective,
nonrandomized,
school-based

5053 healthy
schoolchildren;
served as own
controls, age 4–12

Intervention:
immediate.
Follow-up:
none

Detection of RHD

Auscultation is poorly
sensitive (46%) for
RHD

Health insurance

Trujillo
et al.[32]

Colombia

Cross-sectional,
2007 Colombian
National Health
Survey

Diabetic adults; 662
in contributory
system, 588 in
subsidized system
and 188 uninsured

N/A

Preventative
services utilization

No moral hazard
(decrease in
preventative services)
in diabetic patients
after introduction of
health insurance

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157036.t003

multifaceted quality improvement program with educational materials, reminders, treatment
algorithms and training visits or to usual care. The intervention group had 2.64 higher odds
(95% confidence interval 1.28 to 5.45) of receiving evidence-based ACS treatment within the
first 24 hours following symptom onset[5]. However, there was no difference observed in
30-day mortality or rate of in-hospital repeat cardiovascular events.
In urban China, Du et al. randomized hospitals to implementation of a United States guideline-based ACS pathway, along with interval clinical performance audits and feedback
throughout the intervention period and compared the results of these interventions to hospitals
continuing usual care practices. Intervention hospitals had higher rates of discharge on recommended therapies compared to usual care hospitals, but no difference was observed in other
indicators, including reperfusion within 12 hours of symptom onset in ST-elevation myocardial infarction cases, door-to-needle time, door-to-balloon time, or proportion of high-risk
patients undergoing angiography[3]. Similar to the Berwanger et al. study, there was no significant difference in mortality or cardiovascular morbidity events. In a third study, Prabhakaran
et al. enrolled 34 hospitals in the Kerala region of India to serve as their own controls in a preand post-intervention comparison design. After the multi-faceted quality improvement intervention, there was a significant median reduction of 54 minutes in time-to-thrombolysis from
193.0 to 139.0 minutes and a significant increase in utilization of evidence-based medications
[22].

Patient/provider level-chronic phase CVD
The majority of selected studies (33/49) were in the patient/provider level-chronic phase category [8–21, 35–54] (Table 5). CVD patients are often prescribed several medications for primary or secondary prevention, making medication adherence a key challenge to delivering
quality CVD clinical care worldwide. Thus most interventions were related to chronic medication adherence. Types of medication adherence interventions included use of fixed-dose combination pills, “mobile” health care, task shifting, clinical guideline implementation, and
patient education.
Improving patients’ medication adherence through combination pills. Thom et al. randomized high-risk CVD patients in India (one of four countries studied) to receive combination pills or the usual, multiple-pill therapy. After a mean follow-up of about 15 months,
Indian participants randomized to combination pills had a 25% higher absolute adherence
compared to those randomized to usual care (89.1% vs 63.6%, unadjusted relative risk 1.4, 95%
confidence interval 1.30 to 1.51, p<0.001) and small but significant reductions in both SBP
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Table 4. Patient/provider level-acute phase CVD quality improvement studies identified during review.
Quality
Improvement
Intervention

Study
Authors

Country

Study Design

Sample

Observation
Interval

Quality Measures

Results

Multifaceted quality
improvement
intervention with
educational
materials,
reminders,
algorithms, and
training visits

Berwanger
et al.[5]

Brazil

Prospective, clusterrandomized, controlled,
multicenter study;
major, general public,
urban hospitals with
emergency
departments; 17
hospitals randomized
to intervention and 17
to routine practice;
concealed allocation

1150 ACS patients
in 34 public
hospitals; mean
age 62; male 69%

Follow-up: 30
days

Evidence-based therapy
(aspirin, clopidogrel,
anticoagulants, and
statins) for ACS within
ﬁrst 24 hours

Signiﬁcant improvement in
intervention group (67.9%
vs 49.5%, p = 0.01, OR
2.64 [1.28,5.45]).
Intervention group also
more likely to receive all
eligible acute and
discharge medications
(50.9% vs 31.9%, p = 0.03,
OR 2.49 [1.08,5.74]) and
higher adherence. But no
change in 30-day all-cause
mortality or in-hospital
cardiovascular events.

ACC/AHA approved
clinical pathways

Du et al.[3]

China

Prospective, clusterrandomized, controlled,
multicenter study;
regional and tertiary,
urban hospitals with
>100 ACS patients
annually; 32 hospitals
to early intervention
and 38 hospitals to late
intervention

3500 ACS
patients; mean
age 64; male 67–
72%

Follow-up:
inpatient
hospitalization

Primary outcomes were
correct ﬁnal diagnosis,
thrombolysis or
percutaneous coronary
intervention within 12
hours, door-to-needle
time, door-to-balloon
time, high-risk patients
undergoing angiography,
low-risk patients
undergoing functional
testing, discharge on
correct medications, and
hospital length of stay.

12% absolute higher
discharge on
recommended therapies
(relative risk (RR) 1.23
[1.06,1.42]). No difference
in other primary outcomes,
death, or major
cardiovascular events.

Education program
for physicians and
community
members on
detection and
optimal
management of
ACS

Prabhakaran
et al.[22]

India

Prospective, nonrandomized study; 34
hospitals treating ACS
patients in Kerala
region; 629 ACS
patients preintervention and 403
post-intervention

1033 ACS
patients; mean
age 58; male 71–
78%;

Follow-up:
inpatient
hospitalization

Use of aspirin, heparin,
beta blockers, lipid lower
agents, CCB, time-tothrombolysis

Absolute decreases of 43
minutes in symptom-todoor time (p<0.05) and 11
minutes in door-tothrombolysis time (p<0.05).
Total decrease in time-tothrombolysis of 55
minutes. Signiﬁcant
increase in use of aspirin,
heparin, beta blockers,
lipid lowering agents.
Reduction in CCB use

Establishing a
quality improvement
program with a
senior cardiologist

Flather et al.
[33]

Poland

Prospective, clusterrandomized,
multicenter,
multinational study; 19
hospitals to
intervention and 19 to
control

874 non-ST
elevation
myocardial
infarction or
unstable angina
subjects in
Poland; mean age
65 (total group);
male 70% (total
group)

Follow-up:
inpatient
hospitalization

8 in-hospital quality
measures (risk
stratiﬁcation, coronary
angiography,
anticoagulation, beta
blockers, statins,
angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitor (ACEI),
clopidogrel loading and
clopidogrel at discharge

Signiﬁcant improvement in
primary outcome (OR 2.37
[1.76,3.2])

Peng et al.
[34]

China

Prospective, clusterrandomized,
multicenter study; large
regional or tertiary
hospitals; 23 hospitals
to intervention and 24
to control

1287 inpatient
stroke patients;
mean age 60–61;
male 67–69%

Follow-up: 12
months

Medication adherence to
secondary prevention

Higher adherence to
statins (56% vs 33%,
p = 0.006). No difference
in antiplatelet,
antihypertensive, or
diabetes drugs. No
difference in composite
end-point (new stroke,
ACS, and all-cause death)

Coronary artery
disease

Stroke
Guideline based
structured case
program for
secondary stroke
prevention

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157036.t004
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Thom et al.[8]

Yusuf et al. [9]

Yusuf et al.[35]

Zou et al.[10]

Ferrante et al.
[36]

Fixed-dose combination
medications

Low-dose combination
pill, “Polycap”

Full-dose with potassium
vs low-dose combination
pills (includes
hydrochlorothiazide,
atenolol, ramipril,
simvastatin, and aspirin)

CVD prevention protocol
including low-dose
combination pill
(antihypertensive agent,
aspirin, statin) with
lifestyle modiﬁcation and
adherence strategies

Education, counseling,
and medication
adjustment by nurses via
phone calls
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Mobile health

Combination pills

Study Authors

Quality Improvement
Intervention

Argentina

Rural
China

India

India

India

Country

Congestive
heart failure

CVD/
Secondary
prevention

CVD

CVD

CVD/
Secondary
prevention

Disease

Prospective,
multicenter,
randomized,
controlled trial; 760
patients to
intervention, 758
usual care

Prospective, nonrandomized, single
center study; pilot
before RCT; 153
patients to
intervention, no
control

Prospective,
randomized,
multicenter trial; 257
patients to full-dose
and 261 to low-dose

Prospective, double
blinded, multicenter
trial; 2053 individuals
randomized to 8
groups; 412 to
intervention, ~200 to
each of 8 groups

Prospective,
randomized, open
label, multicenter,
multinational, blinded
end-point trial; 501
patients to
intervention and 499
to usual care

Study Design

Outpatients with stable
CHF; mean age 65;
male 71%

Mean
intervention and
follow-up: 16
months

Intervention and
follow-up: 3
months

Intervention: 8
weeks Followup: 12 weeks

Subjects with >40
years of age; 2 criteria:
1) BP > 130/90 on 2
consecutive occasions
or on antihypertensive
medications 2)
vascular disease or
high-risk diabetes
mellitus
Subjects aged 40–74
years with a calculated
10-year CVD risk > =
20%; mean age 71;
male 71%

Intervention: 12
weeks. Followup: 16 weeks

Median
intervention and
follow-up: 15
months

Observation
Interval

Subjects aged 45–80
years without previous
CVD but with known
risk factors

Participants with CVD
or ﬁve-year CVD risk >
= 15%; mean age 62
years; about 80%
males

Sample

Table 5. Patient/provider level-chronic phase CVD quality improvement studies identified during review.

All-cause mortality and CHF
hospitalization

BP, medication adherence,
self-reported adherence to
smoking cessation and salt
intake, appointment rates

BP, heart rate, serum lipids,
serum and urinary
potassium, and tolerability

BP, LDL, heart rate, urinary
11-dehydrothromboxane B2

Self-reported adherence to
all of aspirin, statin, and 2 or
more antihypertensive
medications

Quality Measures
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(Continued)

Relative risk reduction
in primary outcome of
20% (RR 0.8
[0.66,0.97], p = 0.026),
mostly driven by lower
CHF hospitalization.
No effect on all-cause
mortality. Intervention
patients had better
quality of life (QOL)
scores and medication
adherence

Signiﬁcantly higher
rates of subjects taking
CVD preventive drugs
(73% vs 84%,
p = 0.000) and
reduction in smoking
rates (38% vs 35%,
p = 0.007). No
changes in salt intake
or measured BP

Signiﬁcant reductions
in SBP and DBP by
2.8mm Hg (p = 0.003)
and 1.7mm Hg
(p = 0.001). Signiﬁcant
reductions in both total
cholesterol (p = 0.014)
and LDL (p = 0.006).
Similar rates of
discontinuation

Signiﬁcant reductions
in SBP and DBP by
7.4mm Hg [6.1,8.1]
and 5.6mm Hg
[4.7,6.4] compared to
groups not receiving
anti-hypertensives.
Signiﬁcant reduction in
LDL by 0.7mmol/L
[0.62,0.78] compared
to groups without
simvastatin

25.5% absolute higher
adherence to all four
medications (89.1% vs
63.6%, risk ratio of 1.4
[1.3–1.51]). Small but
statistically signiﬁcant
decreases in SBP
(3.8mm Hg [1.8,5.9])
and low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) (10.8
mg/dL [7.4,14.1])

Results
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Study Authors

Ferrante et al.
[37]

Nesari et al.[16]

Ramachandran
et al.[17]

Shetty et al.[18]

Goodarzi et al.
[19]

Quality Improvement
Intervention

Education, counseling,
and medication
adjustment by nurses via
phone calls

Phone call from nurses

Automated SMS
messages

Automated SMS
messages

Automated SMS
messages

Table 5. (Continued)
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Iran

India

India

Iran

Argentina

Country

Diabetes

Diabetes

Diabetes

Diabetes

Congestive
heart failure

Disease

Prospective,
randomized
controlled trial; 43
subjects to
intervention, 38
control

Prospective,
randomized,
controlled trial; 110
subjects to
intervention and 105
to control

Prospective,
multicenter,
randomized
controlled trial; 271
subjects to
intervention, 266 to
control

Prospective,
randomized,
controlled trial; 30
subjects to
intervention, 31 to
control

Prospective,
multicenter,
randomized,
controlled trial; 760
patients to
intervention, 758
usual care

Study Design

Subjects with Type 2
diabetes; mean age
51–56; male 21–24%

Subjects with diabetes;
mean age 50

Men with impaired
glucose tolerance
(IGT); mean age 45–
46

Subjects with diabetes;
mean age 51; male
20% in control and
37% in intervention
groups

Outpatients with stable
CHF; mean age 65;
male 71%

Sample

Intervention and
follow-up: 3
months

Intervention and
follow-up: 1 year

Mean
intervention and
follow-up: 20.2
months

Intervention and
follow-up: 3
months

Intervention: 1
year. Follow-up:
4 years

Observation
Interval

Laboratory results and
questionnaire

(Continued)

0.89% absolute
decrease in HbA1c
(p = 0.024). Also
signiﬁcant decreases
in total cholesterol and
microalbumin.
Signiﬁcant
improvement in
questionnaire on
knowledge, attitude,
practice, and selfefﬁcacy

Signiﬁcant
improvement in fasting
plasma glucose in
intervention group (166
vs 185 mg/dL,
p<0.002). But no
signiﬁcant difference in
HbA1c

9% absolute lower
progression to diabetes
(18% vs 27%, hazard
ratio 0.64 [0.45,0.92],
p = 0.015). Also
improved dietary
adherence (hazard
ratio 0.48 [0.33,0.71])

Progression to diabetes

HbA1c, fasting plasma
glucose, lipids

1.87% absolute
decrease in HbA1c in
intervention group
(p<0.001) compared to
no change in control
group. Intervention
group also saw
signiﬁcantly higher diet,
exercise, glucose
monitoring adherence

2% absolute risk
reduction in composite
outcome of mortality or
CHF hospitalization at
3 years (RR 0.88
[0.77,1.00], p = 0.05),
mostly driven by 7%
absolute risk reduction
in CHF hospitalization
at 3 years (RR 0.72
[0.60,0.87],
p = 0.0004).
Intervention patient
had signiﬁcantly higher
rates of medication
adherence and higher
QOL scores

Results

HbA1c

All-cause mortality and CHF
hospitalization

Quality Measures
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Cameroon

Piette et al.[40]

Labhardt et al.
[41]

Chan et al.[20]

RotheramBorus et al.[21]

Ramanath et al.
[11]

Automated phone calls
and home BP monitors.
Email alerts to providers

Two interventions: 1)
1-month free treatment
(“incentive group”) or 2)
reminder letters after
missed follow-up (“letter
group”)

Telephone based peer
support

Telephone based peer
support

Counseling by
pharmacist, telephone
reminders

Task shifting

Honduras/
Mexico

Ortega et al.[39]

Phone call

India

South
Africa

Hong
Kong

Brazil

Malaysia

Khonsari et al.
[38]

Automated SMS
message reminders

Country

Study Authors

Quality Improvement
Intervention

Table 5. (Continued)

Hypertension

Diabetes

Diabetes

CVD/
Secondary
prevention

Hypertension

Hypertension

Coronary
artery
disease

Disease

Prospective,
randomized,
controlled trial; 26
subjects to
intervention, 26 to
control

Prospective, single
center, non
randomized, clinical
trial; 22 female
subjects to
intervention

Prospective,
multicenter,
randomized, clinical
trial; Hospital based
diabetes centers;
316 subjects to
control, 312 to
intervention

Prospective, clusterrandomized, threearm, open label
study; nurse-led
facilities; 11 facilities
to control, 11 to
“incentive group”, 11
to “letter group”

Prospective,
randomized,
controlled trial;
primary care clinics;
99 subjects to
intervention, 101 to
control

Prospective,
randomized,
controlled trial;
university hospital;
108 subjects to
phone call, 246 to
usual care

Prospective, openlabel, single center,
randomized,
controlled trial; ACS
patients at tertiary
teaching hospital; 31
patients to
intervention and 31
to control

Study Design

Intervention and
follow-up: 1
month

Intervention: 3
months. Followup: 6 months

Subjects with diabetes;
mean age 53; all
female

Subjects with
hypertension; male
62–81%

Mean
intervention and
follow-up: 414
days

Intervention and
follow-up: 1 year

Intervention and
follow-up: 6
weeks

Intervention and
follow-up: 12
months

Intervention and
follow-up: 2
months

Observation
Interval

Subjects with Type 2
diabetes; mean age
55; male 57%

Subjects with
hypertension or
diabetes; 92 patients
in control, 57 in
“incentive group”, 80 in
“letter group”; mean
age 58–60; male 35–
36%

Subjects with
uncontrolled
hypertension; mean
age 58; male 33%

Subjects with
hypertension; mean
age 52–54; male 33–
34%

Participants admitted
for ACS; mean age 58;
male 86%

Sample

BP, self-reported medication
adherence

Blood glucose, body mass
index, coping and social
support

HbA1c, BP, total cholesterol,
LDL

Retention rate at one year

BP

Medication adherence

Adherence to cardiac
medications

Quality Measures

(Continued)

No signiﬁcant effect on
BP. Increased selfreported medication
adherence

No signiﬁcant
improvements in
clinical measures. In
fact, blood glucose and
diastolic BP increased.
Social support and
coping abilities
increased

No signiﬁcant changes
in quality measures

Increased patient
retention rates in both
groups (60%/65% vs
29%, p<0.001). No
difference between the
two interventions. No
signiﬁcant differences
in BP or fasting blood
glucose

No signiﬁcant effect on
SBP. But in sub-group
analysis, 8.8mm Hg
SBP reduction in low
literacy group
(p = 0.002)

3% absolute decrease
in medication
discontinuation rate
(9.3% vs 12.2%,
p<0.009). No
difference in BP control

Higher medication
adherence rate (64.5%
vs 12.9%, p<0.001).
Intervention group
trended towards lower
hospital readmission
rates (0% vs 12.9%,
p = 0.056)
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Erhun et al.[13]

Adeyemo et al.
[14]

Jafar et al.[15]

Obreli-Neto
et al.[42]

Pharmacist-led
hypertension clinic

Home visits

Family based home
health education for
patients and training of
general practitioners (GP)

Pharmaceutical care
program

Training GPs in
hypertension
management

Qureshi et al.
[43]

Kengne et al.
[12]

Nurse-led clinic and
subsidized hypertensive
medications

Guideline
implementation

Study Authors

Quality Improvement
Intervention

Table 5. (Continued)

Pakistan

Brazil

Pakistan

Nigeria

Nigeria

SubSaharan
Africa

Country

Hypertension

Diabetes

Hypertension

Hypertension

Hypertension

Hypertension

Disease

Prospective, cluster
randomized,
controlled trial;
communities in
Karachi; 100
subjects to
intervention, 100 to
control

Prospective,
randomized, single
center, controlled
trial; primary health
care clinic; 97
subjects to
intervention, 97 to
control

Prospective, clusterrandomized,
controlled trial;
geographic censusbased clusters; 629
subjects to
intervention, 640 to
control

Prospective,
randomized
controlled trial; rural
and urban
populations; 280
subjects to
intervention, 264 to
control

Prospective,
randomized cohort
trial; state
comprehensive
health center; 51
subjects to
intervention, no
control

Prospective, nonrandomized, no
control study; 5
urban and rural
clinics; 454 subjects
to intervention who
served as own
control

Study Design

Subjects with
hypertension; mean
age 55; male 38%

Intervention and
follow-up: 6
weeks

Intervention and
follow-up: 36
months

Intervention and
follow-up: 2
years

Subjects with
hypertension; mean
age 54; male 37%

Elderly diabetic and
hypertensive patients;
mean age 65; male
37–38%

Intervention and
follow-up: 6
months

Intervention and
follow-up: 1 year

Median
intervention and
follow-up: 6
months

Observation
Interval

Subjects with
hypertension; mean
age 63; male 51–53%

Subjects with
uncontrolled
hypertension; mean
age 61; male 29%

Subjects with
hypertension; mean
age 53–58; male 41–
55%

Sample

Medication adherence

Medication adherence and
clinical outcomes (HbA1c,
BP, lipids)

SBP

Medication adherence via
pill counting or urine test

BP

BP

Quality Measures

(Continued)

16% absolute increase
in patient medication
adherence (48.1% vs
32.4%, p = 0.048)

60% absolute increase
in HbA1c<7 (p<0.001)
and in BP<140/90
(p<0.001). 33%
absolute increase in
medication adherence
(83.5% vs 52.6%,
p<0.001).

10.8mm Hg absolute
decrease in SBP (vs
5.8mm Hg, adjusted
ratio 2.2 [1.3,3.6],
p<0.001)

No difference in
adherence

Mean BP decreased
from 168/103 at
enrollment to 126/80 at
ﬁfth visit

11.7mm Hg decrease
in SBP and 7.8mm Hg
decrease in DBP
(p<0.001)
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Anchala et al.
[44]

Mendis et al.
[45]

Reutens et al.
[46]

Steyn et al.[47]

Alhalaiqa et al.
[48]

Mendis et al.
[45]

Clinical decision support
system

Patient education and
medication
(hydrochlorothiazide at 4
months if medium CVD
risk)

Education of GP
regarding management
guidelines including
meetings, reminders,
medical record summary,
and patient result cards

Incorporated chart with
guidelines for diabetes
and hypertension in each
chart for providers

Adherence therapy

Patient education and
medication
(hydrochlorothiazide at 4
months if medium CVD
risk)

Patient education

Study Authors

Quality Improvement
Intervention

Table 5. (Continued)

China and
Nigeria

Jordan

South
Africa

Asia

China and
Nigeria

India

Country

Hypertension

Hypertension

Diabetes

Diabetes

Hypertension

Hypertension

Disease

Prospective, cluster
randomized,
controlled trial;
primary care clinics
in China and Nigeria;
1191 subjects to
intervention, 1206 to
control

Prospective,
randomized
controlled trial;
outpatients clinics in
three large
government-run
hospitals; 68
subjects to
intervention, 68 to
control

Prospective,
multicenter,
randomized
controlled trial; public
sector community
health centers; 9
centers to
intervention, 9 to
control

Prospective, clusterrandomized,
multinational,
controlled trial; 50
subjects to
intervention, 49 to
control

Prospective, cluster
randomized,
controlled trial;
primary care clinics
in China and Nigeria;
1191 subjects to
intervention, 1206 to
control

Prospective, cluster
randomized,
controlled trial; 8
primary health
clusters in each arm;
845 subjects in
intervention, 793 in
control

Study Design

Intervention: 7
weeks. Followup: 11 weeks

Intervention and
follow-up: 12
months

Subjects with
hypertension; mean
age 53–55; male 41–
48%

BP

BP, medication adherence
(via pill counting)

BP, HbA1c

Patient HbA1c, BP, lipids

Intervention and
follow-up: 12
months

Intervention and
follow-up: 1 year

BP

SBP, cost effectiveness

Quality Measures

Intervention and
follow-up: 12
months

Intervention and
follow-up: 12
months

Observation
Interval

Non-compliant
hypertension patients;
mean age 53; male
37–56%

Subjects with diabetes
or hypertension; 690
intervention, 686
control; mean age 58–
61; male 72–83%

Asia-Paciﬁc GPs;
mean age 44; male
50–57%

Subjects with
hypertension; mean
age 53–55; male 41–
48%

Subjects with
hypertension; mean
age 54; male 49–52%

Sample
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(Continued)

Signiﬁcant SBP
decreases in both
countries. China: SBP
(13.3 vs 9.4mm Hg,
p<0.0001), DBP (6.1
vs 4.5mm Hg,
p = 0.0005). Nigeria:
SBP (11.0 vs 6.6mm
Hg, p = 0.0002), DBP
(5.4 vs 2.0mm Hg,
p<0.0001)

SBP decreased by
21.6mm Hg (adjusted
p<0.01) and DBP by
12.8mm Hg (adjusted
p<0.01). 26.4% higher
absolute increase in
medication adherence
([23.4, 29.4], p<0.01)

No effect. Less than
60% of guideline forms
used

No signiﬁcant
difference in HbA1c or
other glycemic indices

Signiﬁcant SBP
decreases in both
countries. China: SBP
(13.3 vs 9.4mm Hg,
p<0.0001), DBP (6.1
vs 4.5mm Hg,
p = 0.0005). Nigeria:
SBP (11.0 vs 6.6mm
Hg, p = 0.0002), DBP
(5.4 vs 2.0mm Hg,
p<0.0001)

6.59mm Hg absolute
decrease in SBP (95%
CI [1.42,12.2],
p = 0.021). Cost
effectiveness ratio was
$96.01 per mm of SBP
reduction in
intervention arm and
$36.57 in control arm

Results
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Mohammadi
et al.[49]

Ahmadipour
et al.[50]

Tan et al.[51]

Arevian et al.
[52]

Andryukhin
et al.[53]

Bocchi et al.[54]

Partnership meeting
("Motivation, Readying,
Involvement, and
Evaluation")

Diary check list

Monthly diabetes
education program

Collaborative practice
intervention

Disease management
programs: small group
education, exercise
training, regular nursing
consultation

Disease management
program

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157036.t005

Study Authors

Quality Improvement
Intervention

Table 5. (Continued)

Brazil

Congestive
heart failure

Congestive
heart failure

Diabetes

Lebanon

Russia

Diabetes

Diabetes

Hypertension

Disease

Malaysia

Iran

Iran

Country

Prospective, single
center, randomized,
controlled trial; 223
intervention, 117
control

Prospective,
randomized,
controlled trial; 44
patients to
intervention, 41 to
control

Prospective, single
center study

Prospective, singleblind, randomized,
controlled trial; 82
subjects to
intervention, 82 to
control

Prospective, single
center, randomized
trial; 30 subjects in
diary group and 57 in
control group

Prospective, clusterrandomized,
controlled trial; rural
health center; 75
subjects to
intervention, 75 to
control

Study Design

Subjects with chronic
CHF; mean age 50–
52; male 64–71%

Subjects with diastolic
CHF; mean age 67;
male 27–34%

Patients with
diagnosed diabetes

Subjects with poorly
controlled diabetes;
mean age 54; male
38–39%

Subjects with Type 2
diabetes; mean 48–52;
male 10–18%

Subjects with
hypertension

Sample

Mean
intervention and
follow-up: 2.47
years

Intervention: 6
months. Followup: 18 months

Implementation
and follow-up: 1
year

Intervention and
follow-up: 12
weeks

Intervention and
follow-up: 12
weeks

Intervention and
follow-up: 1 year

Observation
Interval

Composite primary outcome
(death and unplanned
hospitalization)

Physical parameters,
symptoms, echocardiogram,
mortality, admission

Documentation, patient
recruitment, continuity of
care, glycemic control, direct
cost of care

HbA1c, SMBG (self
measured blood glucose),
questionnaire measured
knowledge, self-reported
medication adherence

HbA1c, medication
adherence rate

BP

Quality Measures

Reduction in composite
outcome (hazard ratio
0.64 [0.43,0.88],
p = 0.008), driven by
reduction in
hospitalization. Lower
total hospital days and
need for emergency
visits

Improved 6-minute
walk test (68% vs 20%,
p<0.001) and left
ventricular enddiastolic volume index
(70% vs 46%,
p = 0.032). Also
improved lipids (total
cholesterol, LDL) and
QOL scores. No
difference in mortality
or admissions

Increased
documentation, patient
recruitment, continuity
of care, and glycemic
control. Direct cost of
care less than
university private clinic

0.9% absolute
decrease in HbA1c
(8.75% vs 9.67%,
p<0.001). Also
increased SMBG,
medication adherence,
and knowledge

Higher adherence rate
for check list group
than pocket group
(96.7% vs 55.2%,
p = 0.02). No
signiﬁcant difference in
HbA1c

32% absolute increase
in well-controlled BP
(<140/90) (33.3% vs
1.3%, p<0.005)
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and low-density lipoprotein (LDL) compared with participants randomized to multiple-pill
treatments [8]. In another study, Yusuf et al. also found small but significant improvement in
adherence among high CVD risk Indian subjects randomized to a combination pill containing
multiple BP medications, statins, and aspirin [9]. A follow-up study showed that high-dose
combination pills improved BP and lipid control in high CVD risk Indian subjects compared
to low-dose combination pills, while both formulations had similar rates of tolerability [35].
Zou et al. found that high CVD risk rural Chinese participants achieved an 11% higher absolute
adherence rate after they were offered combination pills in a pre- and post-intervention comparison design (84% vs 73%, p = 0.000)[10]
Improving patients’ medication adherence through mobile health interventions.
Twelve studies investigated the role of mobile health in prevention and management of CHF,
diabetes, hypertension, and coronary artery disease in LMICs [16–21, 36–39, 41]. Chronic
CHF patients in Argentina were randomized to a telemedicine intervention in which nurses
called patients to adjust medications depending on their symptoms and provided counseling
and education or to usual care. Patients in the intervention arm had a 20% relative risk reduction (RR = 0.80, 95% confidence interval 0.66 to 0.97, p = 0.026) in the primary composite outcome of all-cause mortality and CHF hospitalizations, driven mostly by the latter outcome
component[36]. A follow-up study showed that even after three years, CHF hospitalizations,
medication adherence rates, and quality of life scores had improved significantly more in the
intervention group [37]. Similarly, Nesari et al. showed that Iranian diabetic patients randomized to a nurse telephone follow-up intervention had significant improvements in their HbA1c
and adherence to healthy lifestyle changes compared to those randomized to usual care [16].
Four studies evaluated the effects of automated phone texts on diabetes and coronary artery
disease prevention. Ramachandran et al. and Shetty et al. found that automated SMS (short
message service) messages led to improved glycemic control in Indians with pre-diabetes and
diabetes[17, 18]. Goodarzi et al. showed an absolute decrease in HbA1c in Iranian diabetic subjects who received automated SMS messages[19]. Khonsari et al. revealed that automated SMS
messages led to higher medication adherence rates in Malaysian patients after hospital discharge following ACS [38]. It is important to note that all four studies only included participants with regular access to mobile phones with text receiving capabilities.
Task shifting to increase patients’ medication adherence. Task shifting refers to the
redistribution of tasks among health workforce teams, often from a few, highly trained health
providers to a larger contingent of providers with less formal health care training[55]. Our
review identified six studies evaluating task shifting for improving patient adherence to prescribed medications [11–15, 42]. Some studies coupled task shifting with increased access to
affordable or free medications [12, 13] or family-based home health education and supplemental training of general practitioners [15].
Five task-shifting studies targeted hypertensive patients[11–15]. Regardless of the approach,
intensified, team-based care led to improved hypertension control. Kengne et al. carried out a
large trial of hypertensive participants enrolled in a nurse-led clinic in Cameroon. Erhun et al.
evaluated the role of pharmacist-led clinics in Nigerian patients with hypertension. Adeyemo
et al. randomized Nigerian participants with hypertension to clinic-based care with home visits
or to clinic-based care only. Jafar et al. was a cluster-randomized, controlled trial of two different interventions, home health education by health aides and training of general practitioners,
in a population of Pakistani patients with hypertension.
Two studies focused on task shifting interventions in diabetic patients [16, 42]. Nesari et al.,
as mentioned above, showed that having nurses call patients regularly to reinforce lifestyle
changes and adjust medication doses led to a significant decrease in HbA1c. The intervention
group also showed increased rates of adherence to lifestyle changes and glucose monitoring.
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Guideline implementation and provider education leading to improved patient outcomes. Health care provider education and guideline implementation have the potential to
standardize, improve, and sustain quality of care for vascular and other conditions in LMICs.
Studies of the impact of physician education and guideline dissemination yielded mixed results
[43–47]. Qureshi et al. showed that physician education through workshops and guideline dissemination led to significant improvements in quality of hypertension management. Anchala
et al. revealed that providing physicians with a clinical decision support system to undertake
guideline-based hypertension management led to significant reductions in SBP. Mendis et al.
showed that dissemination of an evidence-based cardiovascular risk management package led
to significant reductions in SBP in both Chinese and Nigerian primary care clinics compared
to usual care (China: 13.3 vs 9.4mm Hg, p<0.0001; Nigeria: 11.0 vs 6.6mm Hg, p = 0.0002)
[45]. However, Reutens et al. and Steyn et al. showed conflicting results and highlighted the
fact that guideline dissemination alone did not lead to implementation or improve health outcomes in South African clinics.
Educating patients to enhance health outcomes. The review found eight studies that
evaluated disease management education among patients with hypertension, diabetes, and
CHF. [48–54]. Alhalaiqa et al. and Mohammadi et al. showed that hypertensive patients in Jordan and Iran, respectively, who were randomized to medication adherence education and
motivational group meetings had improved SBP and medication adherence compared to those
participants in the control groups. Likewise, Tan et al. revealed that Malaysian patients with
poorly controlled diabetes who were randomized to monthly diabetes education programs
resulted in 0.9% absolute reduction in HbA1c (8.75 vs 9.67%, p<0.001), changes not observed
in the control group [51]. Bocchi et al. reported Brazilian CHF patients randomized to disease
management programs had a delay in median follow-up time to first hospitalization by 2.2
years (4.21 vs 2.06 years, p = 0.0041) compared to those in the control group, though mortality
was similar in both groups [54]. Conversely, Andryukhin et al. did not find that disease management led to decreased hospital admissions or mortality, but did lead to improved functional
status and quality of life.

Discussion
Our systematic review identified 49 original studies of CVD care quality improvement in
LMICs. Taken together, the evidence suggests that quality improvement programs have the
potential to improve CVD care in LMICs, whether for treating acute events or in long-term
prevention and chronic disease management. Not all approaches reviewed were consistently
effective, and we did not find evidence supporting all the approaches we intended to assess a
priori (Figs 3 and 4).

System level-acute phase CVD
Our systematic review found limited evidence in the acute phase-system level category. Perhaps poor underlying infrastructure in low resource settings presents daunting challenges to
re-organize complex health delivery systems [56]. Just as likely, governments, non-governmental, and private sector organizations often introduce system improvements without rigorous
systematic study. Therefore, health effects of system level changes may go unmeasured or unreported. Conducting randomized comparison studies in low- and middle-income settings may
be limited by lack of research capacity, perception of causing unwanted delay in care delivery,
“contamination” between intervention and control sites, and ethical concerns. The lack of evidence is unfortunate because timely intervention can dramatically improve acute CVD outcomes, and delays may result in unnecessary death or disability. Awareness, acceptability,
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Fig 3. Examples of acute phase CVD quality improvement interventions identified in the DCP3 systematic review. Types of interventions targeting
three levels of acute phase CVD prevention and management. Bullets in bold type are supported by evidence from the review. Bullets without bold type
indicate that no supporting evidence was found in the review and are potential areas for further research.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157036.g003

affordability, and availability are all common barriers that can delay treatment of acute events.
Community education and system-wide infrastructure, logistics, and human resource planning
can overcome barriers to timely and appropriate care for acute CVD. Integration of private sector ambulance companies, hospitals, and providers is an important part of achieving improved
quality of acute CVD care in LMICs, where the private sector provides a large proportion of
health care and may be in the position to efficiently fill gaps in public health care systems [57].

System level-chronic phase CVD
Unfortunately, many CVD patients in LMICs remain untreated or incompletely treated with
standard oral medications for secondary prevention [58]. Our review suggests that system level
quality improvement efforts can lead to measurable improvements in health status in LMIC
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Fig 4. Examples of chronic phase CVD quality improvement interventions identified in the DCP3 systematic review. Types of interventions targeting
three levels of chronic phase CVD prevention and management. Bullets in bold are supported by evidence from the review. Bullet without bold type indicate
that no supporting evidence was found in the review and are potential areas for further research.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157036.g004

patients with chronic CVDs. Implementation of universal health insurance led to significant
improvements in chronic disease management in Latin America, Africa, and Asia [25–28].
Our review captured no studies of the impact of “essential medicines” designations and price
controls or pharmaceutical market regulation on the quality of CVD clinical care.
In sub-Saharan Africa, the substantial infrastructure investment that turned the tide of the
HIV epidemic is now being leveraged for chronic non-communicable disease management
[59]. Groups like the Kenya-based Academic Model Providing Access to Healthcare
(AMPATH) have leveraged this health system platform to build a comprehensive, multi-level
approach to quality improvement in order to improve cardiovascular care in the communities
they serve[60, 61]. Results of this multi-level intervention are expected soon.
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System level interventions have been systematically evaluated through pre- and post-intervention “natural experiment” comparisons, observational comparisons of intervention participants and matched usual care participants, or comparisons of geographic areas randomly
assigned to receive or not receive the intervention. Stepped-wedge trials introduce interventions to couple step-wise active and systematic program implementation with evaluation [62].
As in the Mexican Seguro Popular studies, repeated population-based surveys (national census
or health surveys) can be leveraged to measure changes in chronic CVD risk factors and outcomes. Quality improvement studies will be most feasible where key outcomes are part of, or
added to, ongoing surveys.

Patient/provider–acute phase CVD
Adopting clinical practice guidelines from high-income countries to LMICs appears to be a
great opportunity both for implementing quality improvement standards and benchmarking
significant practice and outcome improvements. The ACS and stroke quality improvement
studies identified in our review showed some clinical process measure improvements, but like
high-income region studies, quality did not consistently improve for all pre-specified outcomes
[3, 5, 34]. Success of acute phase CVD clinical pathway interventions likely depends on the support of health care providers and administrators, and tailoring to the specific context of the
participating health care system (i.e., availability of treatments and financial protection for
patients) [63]. Lessons learned from these programs may be helpful for the design of future
acute, patient/provider level CVD quality improvement studies. Despite their limitations, these
ambitious studies demonstrated that large-scale and complex quality improvement programs
can be implemented in LMIC hospitals. Absent from our review were studies measuring the
impact of physician education on diagnostic accuracy or clinical decision-making related to
acute cardiovascular disorders.

Patient/provider–chronic phase CVD
Adherence to life saving medications and lifestyle changes is suboptimal world-wide, regardless
of country income level [58]. The most consistent general finding among selected LMIC studies
was that increased intensity of care improved chronic disease and risk factor outcomes, regardless of how or through whom it was delivered. While care intensification inevitably requires
up-front investment, this investment may be offset by improved downstream CVD outcomes,
health gains, and cost-savings. A modeling study by Gaziano et al. projected that despite added
costs of hiring community health workers to manage hypertension in South Africa, the intervention would be cost-effective due to health gains and cost savings from prevented hospital
admissions and chronic disease complications [64]. The trials reviewed also suggest that combination pills have the potential to improve medication adherence and improve risk factor control in high-risk patients without necessarily adding extra costs. Efforts to efficiently
manufacture and gain regulatory approval for combination medications are underway [65].
Rapidly increasing access to mobile telecommunications technology may also be a promising tool for chronic disease management. There are now almost seven billion mobile phone
users world-wide with more than three-quarters of these users living in LMICs [66]. A 2012
Cochrane review cautiously concluded that there was some limited evidence that mobile phone
messaging may be beneficial in self-management of chronic diseases [67]. This was based on
evidence from four studies, all performed within high-income countries. We found a number
of studies in LMICs that successfully leveraged the ubiquity and low cost of mobile technology
to improve CHF, hypertension, and diabetes care outcomes.
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Fig 5. Duration of chronic cardiovascular disease or risk factor management studies identified in the DCP3
systematic review.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157036.g005

We found that efforts to improve quality care through physician education and guideline
dissemination yielded inconsistent results [43, 44, 46, 47]. Guideline dissemination did not
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lead to actual implementation in all cases. Gaining buy-in from providers appears to be important for success. Allocating time for education and feedback and strategically inserting guideline information into the flow of clinical practice may increase the chance that guidelines are
actually implemented.

Limitations
Our review and the studies we reviewed had limitations, so our results should be interpreted
with caution. Due to the diversity of interventions and conditions, we were unable to summarize effect sizes in a meta-analysis. It is possible that most of our included studies were published because of “positive” results—due to the heterogeneity in interventions and targets, we
were not able to formally evaluate the results of our review for evidence of publication bias.
Also important is that most study durations were relatively short term (<12 months) and sustaining intervention effects may be a big challenge when these programs are implemented in
real clinical settings (Fig 5). As in high-income countries, most investigators studied clinical
process measures, and did not report on hard clinical outcomes, which may be more vulnerable
to “gaming” the system to produce only nominal improvements and other unintended consequences when these interventions are introduced into routine practice.

Conclusions
We identified good evidence that short-term quality improvement interventions improved the
quality of cardiovascular care in low- and middle-income countries, especially for chronic conditions delivered at the patient/provider level. Most studies were short-term. At the patient/
provider level, intensified, team-based care generally led to improved medication adherence
and hypertension control. At the system level, studies provided evidence that introduction of
universal health insurance coverage improved hypertension and diabetes control. Studies of
system and patient/provider level ACS quality improvement interventions yielded inconclusive
results.
What is needed now is more evidence that quality improvement can be sustained in the
long term while remaining effective and affordable. Collecting data elements common to
implementation research such as acceptability, sustainability, local context, and affordability
and collecting and assessing qualitative and process data will help ensure that both positive and
negative studies will guide implementation and future research[68].
The majority of CVD patients now live in LMICs, and demographic trends virtually guarantee that the number and proportion will grow in coming decades. In order to ensure that each
of these patients receives high quality preventive and acute care, we will need to draw on promising research on clinical quality improvement in order to make the most of the resources
directly at hand.
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